Reducing Time and Effort
on Demanding Caseloads
Magnet AXIOM’s Versatile Timelines and Reporting Help Examiners Keep Pace

THE CHALLENGE
Because of the wide swath of cases and the time sensitivity associated
with many insider threat, intrusion and incident response, and
employee misconduct investigations, one of Risk Diversion’s biggest
challenges is building effective timelines across multiple data sources,
including computer, cloud and/or mobile.

Using AXIOM’s timeline view on
Windows EVYX files, we were
able to determine indicators of
compromise within hours rather
than days. AXIOM is the industry
leader in digital forensics, a single
source solution for mobile and
computer forensics artifacts
and unrivalled in Internet-based
artifacts also.”
— Peter Fryer, CEO, Risk Diversion

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Risk Diversion, a small South Africa-based
business, specializes in a wide range
of investigative services and forensic
examination services on computers,
mobile devices, and the cloud found to
be salient to a wide range of crimes and
offenses. Insider threats, intrusions and
incident response, intellectual property
and trade secret theft, fraud, and employee
misconduct all fall under Risk Diversion’s
purview. Even child exploitation sometimes
becomes part of the company’s caseload.

HOW AXIOM HELPS
Using AXIOM, examiners at Risk Diversion find important email, Google Suite cloud services, and messaging
(Skype for Business, Slack, etc.) artifacts faster. This variety of data sources makes AXIOM’s ability to retrieve
data from the cloud using Microsoft® Office® 365 administrative credentials—and to combine computer,
cloud and/or mobile examinations into one case—very important. Equally important is AXIOM Cloud’s ability
to preserve metadata and collect audit logs, enabling investigators to verify when content was created,
modified, and downloaded.
Also important: the ability to visually represent the links between evidence using AXIOM Connections.
Being able to trace the movement of a file from cloud to computer or across multiple images can help to
establish timelines, and to demonstrate the intent behind suspicious activity.

SEE AXIOM IN ACTION FOR YOURSELF
If you’d like to learn more about Magnet AXIOM and how it can help you run smoother investigations, visit
magnetforensics.com/magnet-axiom. While you’re there, you can learn more about the product, request
an in-depth personal demo from an AXIOM expert, and request a free 30-day trial version.
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